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1. Introduction

This guide provides an approach and
supporting tools to help woodland owners
and managers in England engage with a wide
range of stakeholders. It is relevant to those
developing a woodland management plan,
undertaking management activities within
a woodland or working to build long-term
relationships with local communities.

the undertaking of stakeholder engagement
by helping you to determine what level of
engagement is appropriate for your situation and
providing tools to get you started in practice.

Undertaking stakeholder engagement when
developing a woodland management plan is a
requirement under the UK Forestry Standard.
Whether or not your woodland is accessible to
the public, good practice woodland management
will involve engagement with stakeholders.
Taking a proactive approach to engagement
can promote understanding of the vision for
your woodland, and the benefits of woodland
management. This can lead to higher levels of
interest and active support within woodlands
when opportunities arise, e.g. volunteering or
open days. Engagement can also help reduce the
likelihood of negative reactions to your plans and
activities within the local community due to a
lack of communication or poor understanding of
woodland management. This document supports

A combination of guidance, templates and
case studies are provided. The contents of this
document are by no means exhaustive – links
are provided to further information and you
will be able to adapt and develop templates
into your own resources over time.
Policy and legislative requirements relevant to
woodlands and stakeholder engagement are
included to provide you with some context
for your engagement activities. Throughout
the document case studies describe the
experience of woodland owners and managers
dealing with different woodland ownership
and management models, woodland types
and different visions for their woodlands.
Templates referred to in this document and further
information and resources can be found at:
www.myforest.org.uk/communities

Engagement Process Diagram
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This guide helps you to determine what level of
engagement is appropriate for your situation
and provides tools to get you started.
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2. Understanding
engagement
requirements

Understand
engagement
requirements

2.1 When do I need to carry out
engagement and to what extent?
There are three main periods during which
you may need to communicate your woodland
plans and activities with interested individuals
and organisations, namely when you are:

Develop a
record of
engagement

Engage with
stakeholders

Throughout the management process, it is likely you
will engage with people on a range of levels, from
informing to consulting to perhaps actively involving
other people and organisations. The Forestry
Commission’s guide ‘Public Engagement in Forestry’1
includes detailed commentary on the different levels
of engagement.

2.2 Policy, legislation and
good practice

• planning to carry out management activities in
your woodland

2.2.1 The UK Forestry Standard

• considering how you can develop long term
relationships with your local community

The UK Forestry Standard (UKFS) is the foundation
for sustainable forest management in the UK. By
meeting the requirements of the UKFS, woodland
owners and managers can demonstrate that their
forestry operations and activities are both legal and
sustainable. The UKFS is split up into eight elements
covering a range of legal and good forestry practice
requirements. The section below summarises these
requirements and how they relate to stakeholder
engagement.

The list of stakeholders you need to engage
and/or consult will likely evolve as you move
from developing a management plan through
to undertaking work in your woodland, and
especially if you choose to develop long-term
relationships with the local community.
Woodland owners looking to develop longerterm relationships and engagement with their
local community may employ a wider range of
tools to attract a larger number of people and
organisations to be involved with their woodland.
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Identify
relevant
stakeholders

• writing a management plan (or felling licence
application)

The extent to which you need or may wish to
engage will depend on a range of factors including
the woodland type and associated designations;
the degree of public access and type of activity
in the woodland; the proximity of the woodland
to neighbours; the type of ownership, and; the
philosophy of the owners. Engagement should be
kept proportional to the likely impact of activities.
For example, the consultation process for remote,
privately owned woodland will most likely be far
less intensive than that of local authority owned
woodland situated in close proximity to an urban
area. Sections 4 & 5 will help you identify features
within your woodland that may require stakeholder
input or consultation, and who you need to engage
with about your plans for woodland management.
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Understanding
your woodland
characteristics

http://www.forestry.gov.uk/toolbox

1. General Forestry Practice
This section sets out the general requirements for
forestry planning and operations. It states that there
is a legal requirement to get approval for the felling
of trees (except in limited circumstances). All felling
applications go onto a public register and can be
commented on by anyone (in much the same way
as Planning Permission). There may also be further
statutory consultation if the felling is taking place on
a designated site.
The UKFS also ensures that the impacts of forestry
on the environment must be considered when
submitting proposals. In limited circumstances you
may be required to carry out an Environmental
Impact Assessment which may carry a requirement
for public consultation.

2. Biodiversity

4. Forests and the Historic Environment

A variety of European Union Directives and UK
Legislation provide a range of protection measures
for wildlife in our woodlands.

Woodlands, and in particular our ancient woodlands,
have often a very rich history, being among the few
landscapes that may not have been farmed or built on.

Woodland owners should be aware of the legislation
that may have an impact on the management
of their woodland. They should be aware of any
designations (e.g. Sites of Special Scientific Interest)
and in particular ensure that they are aware of
any protected species in their woodland. Plant
and animal species receiving protection under
the Habitats Regulation are known as ‘European
Protected Species’ (EPS). Among the woodland
species to receive European protection are the
common dormouse, smooth snake and all of the bat
species. It is an offence to kill or cause significant
disturbance to an EPS, to destroy its eggs, damage
or destroy a breeding site or resting place used by
them, or cause disturbance to those that hibernate
or migrate. If a degree of damage or disturbance
is unavoidable, a licence must be obtained before
operations take place.

The Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas
Act 1979 provides the legal basis for protecting
our historic environment heritage. This legislation
provides for nationally important archaeological
sites to be statutorily protected as Scheduled
Monuments. Consent is required from English
Heritage for any work on a Scheduled Monument
site that has the potential to damage the monument.
Causing unauthorised damage can lead to criminal
prosecution.

Engagement with local wildlife or conservation
groups can help you to find out what species are in
and use your woodland therefore reducing the risk
of unwittingly causing harm to protected species and
other wildlife.
3. Forests and Climate Change
Although there are no legal or stakeholder
engagement requirements for this element it
is important for woodland owners to be aware
of the potential affects that climate change can
have on their woodland. We are currently seeing
an unprecedented influx of pests and diseases
threatening our woodlands. To ensure our
woodlands are resilient going forward we need to
diversify the species mix. The UKFS encourages
diversification in woodland composition so that no
more than 75% is made up of a single species.

Forests can have an impact on the wider historic
environment by altering the landscape of areas of
historic significance. Forests should be designed and
managed to take account of historic character and
cultural values of landscape. It may be beneficial
or necessary to engage with local history groups
and neighbouring landowners to ensure that this is
achieved.
5. Forests and Landscape
There is no specific legislation associated with this
element of the UKFS however as with the historic
environment forests should be designed and
managed to take account of the landscape context
of the area. Woodland owners should check to see
if they are in an area designated for its landscape
character (see section 3).
6. Forests and People
The main piece of legislation under this element
of the UKFS is with regard to Public Rights of Way.
These Rights of Way must be respected and not
obstructed.

To read more about climate change and its potential
affects on our woodlands visit:
www.forestry.gov.uk/forestry/INFD-8M6E9E
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The UKFS also encourages woodland owners to
provide additional permissive access to woodland
areas above that required by law and suggests that
where access is established by long tradition and is
not detrimental to management objectives it should
be allowed to continue.
It also suggests that consideration should be given
to involving people in the development of forestry
proposals.
Owners should also be aware of their statutory
duty of care in relation to people visiting their land
(whether they are there with permission or not)
under the Occupiers Liability Act 1957.
7. Forests and Soil
Statutory regulation under this element of the UKFS
mainly relates to the use of chemicals in forest
operations. The UKFS also highlights that forest
operations should be planned to avoid damage
to soil structure and function and minimise runoff and erosion. There are no legal or stakeholder
engagement requirements for this element.
8. Forests and Water
The EU Water Framework Directive has created
a comprehensive system for the protection,
improvement and sustainable use of the water
environment. Owners should be careful not to allow
polluting materials to enter into watercourses and all
forest operations should be carried out with this in
mind.
It highlights that woodland creation and
management can help protect and restore water
quality by reducing the impact of more intensive
land management activities. It suggests that early
consultation with The Environment Agency, local
fishery bodies, water companies and conservation
agencies should be carried out to determine the
sensitivity of sites and inform plans and operations.

2.3 Woodland management plans
A woodland management plan is a document that
sets out a long-term vision for your woodland.
4

The plan requires a resource assessment of your
woodland’s physical characteristics, which in turn
will help with the identification of opportunities
and constraints. Through this process your
management objectives are decided upon and
form the basis of the work plan. The plan normally
considers a period of ten years and is intended
as a guide to ensure, through monitoring, that
your objectives fulfill the long-term vision.
The UK Forestry Standard (UKFS) guidelines for
general forestry practice advocate the development
of woodland management plans ‘to demonstrate
that all relevant aspects of sustainable forest
management have been considered and to provide
a basis for implementation and monitoring.’
Table 6.1 of the UKFS sets out the process
of producing a forest management plan.
The UKFS also acknowledges the importance of a
woodland management plan as an aide to carrying
out stakeholder engagement as it will help you
clearly communicate that any given operation is part
of a well-thought-out process aimed at supporting
the sustainable management of your woodland.
The consultation process is an important part of
woodland management planning as it aims to
identify potential impacts of proposed operations
and to pro-actively address potential difficulties
before they occur (see section 3.6 for further details).
With regard to woodland management plans,
The Forestry Commission England (FCE) splits
consultation into two elements: Statutory
consultation and Stakeholder engagement.
FCE is responsible for undertaking the
former; you are responsible for the latter.
Before it can award permission for felling and
restocking proposals, FCE is required to undertake
consultation including publishing felling proposals
on a public register for 28 days for comment. For
further details of how the FCE consults on woodland
proposals, see their guidance document ‘How we
consult about woodland planting and tree felling’2.
FCE Operations Note 035, ‘Stakeholder
Engagement for Woodland Management Plans’3

provides clear guidance on the extent to which
woodland managers are required to engage with
relevant stakeholders prior to submitting their
woodland management plan to FCE for approval
(see section 4 for further details).

2.4 Woodland grants and
stakeholder engagement
At the time of writing the UK is entering a period of
uncertainty with regard to environmental grants.
These grants stem from European funding known as
the Rural Development Programme. The previous
Rural Development Programme for England (RDPE)
finished at the end of 2013 and the new programme
will not begin until January 2015. The government
has put in place transitional arrangements that allow
certain grants to remain in place for 2014. For the
latest news on grant availability, visit the English
Woodland Grant Scheme at:

Woodland Planning Grant
This grant funds the production of a UKFScompliant management plan for woodlands over
3ha. The plan must be approved by a FCE Officer
in order to receive the grant and part of this approval
is that the woodland owner or manager must
show how they have engaged with stakeholders.

Woodland Assessment Grant
Should there be a requirement for a deeper level
of stakeholder engagement, such as a community
meeting, as part of the process in creating a
management plan for your woodland, FCE may
agree to pay a one off contribution towards the
cost of a facilitator and the production of a report.

http://www.forestry.gov.uk/forestry/infd-6dccen
Currently, grants for woodland in England are
managed through the English Woodland Grant
Scheme. Through this scheme there are two
grants that specifically require or pay for
stakeholder engagement.

2
3

http://www.forestry.gov.uk/pdf/Consult.pdf/$file/Consult.pdf
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/pdf/ON035WoodlandManagementPlanningStakeholderEngagement
pdf/$FILE/ON035WoodlandManagementPlanningStakeholderEngagement.pdf
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3. Understanding
your woodland
characteristics

Understand
engagement
requirements

Understanding what is in your woodland will
help you assess which stakeholders are likely
to have an interest in your woodland plans and
operations. When creating your management
plan, you will have developed (or will need to
develop) an understanding of your woodland across
a wide range of factors including: Geographical
spread of the woodland property; topography;
viewpoints; number of compartments; roads
and tracks; species; soils; ecological features;
relevant designations; neighbouring land use
(particularly other woodlands or natural vegetation)
and consideration to the wider landscape.
Certain features within your woodland will require
you to consult with particular stakeholders
when developing a management plan and when
undertaking specific works (in particular felling
operations). Having an understanding of what
features are relevant to your woodland will also
help you to assess what level of engagement is
required. For example, if your woodland is within
a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), you will
need to apply to Natural England for consent
for your proposed management activities.
Table 1 details a range of common features
that may be present in your woodland and who
the relevant stakeholder is for engagement
purposes. If your woodland contains any of
the listed features you will need to ensure you
meet specific consultation requirements.
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If you are unsure whether you have any
designations or features in your woodland, you
can find information in the following places:
• MAGIC: Provides geographic information
about the natural environment from across
government. Information is displayed in an
interactive map.
http://magic.defra.gov.uk
• Land Information Search (LIS): Forestry
Commission map-based tool providing
information about land designations and other
features including grant schemes available in
the chosen area.
www.forestry.gov.uk/forestry/infd-6dfkmn
• Local authority: The relevant local authority
website will hold maps and information about
woodland and tree designations and/or
information will be made available on request.

Table 1 Common woodland features and relevant work statutory stakeholders to engage

4

Designation

Relevant stakeholder for engagement purposes

Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI)

Natural England

Special Area of Conservation (SAC)

Natural England

Tree Preservation Order (TPO)

Local Authority

Special Protection Area

Natural England

Ramsar site

Natural England

National Nature Reserve

Natural England

Local Nature Reserve

Local Authority

Local Conservation Areas

Local Authority

Scheduled Ancient Monuments

English Heritage

National Park

Relevant National Park Authority

Areas of Outstanding
Natural Beauty (AONB)

Relevant AONB body

http://www.forestry.gov.uk/ewgs-wpg
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4. Identifying
stakeholders

Understand
engagement
requirements

Creating a list of all organisations and groups of
people that may have an interest in the management
of your woodland is good planning practice. It
will enable you to consider how the woodland
relates to the range of stakeholders mentioned
in Table 2 and how any proposed operation
may impact on local people and user groups.
Your contact list should be maintained to keep up
to date with developments and changes in the
organisations and individuals you are engaged
with. It will make the planning process for future
operations more efficient, and help ensure that
relevant groups and individuals are considered.
This section introduces the range of stakeholders you
should consider and highlights where organisations
will have specific requirements or expectations of
you at particular stages of the management process.

Understanding
your woodland
characteristics

Identify
relevant
stakeholders

Develop a
record of
engagement

Engage with
stakeholders

through the FCE Area Offices webpage:
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/england-areas
The FCE Operations Note 035, ‘Stakeholder
Engagement for Woodland Management
Plans’5 provides clear guidance on the extent
to which woodland managers are required
to engage with relevant stakeholders prior to
submitting their woodland management plan
to the Forestry Commission for approval.
Table 2 is taken from this guidance and summarises
who you are expected to consult and engage
with when developing your management plan.
Two additional stakeholder groups have been
added to the bottom of the table to include
local conservation groups and recreational
users of the woodland where relevant.

When starting to develop your management
plan, and once you have completed some initial
research on what is in your woodland, your first call
should be to your Local FCE Woodland Officer. The
officer will confirm who you need to consult and/
or engage with during the development of your
management plan. You can find your local officer
Table 2 Stakeholders to engage with when developing your Woodland Management Plan
(Source: Forestry Commission, 2013)

5
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Stakeholder/Interested Party

When to contact them

Natural England

When the proposal is within the boundary or could affect a Site
of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), Special Area of Conservation
(SAC), Special Protected Area (SPA), or RAMSAR Site.
You are uncertain of the impacts on habitats or species.

Environment Agency

When the proposals could affect water quality:
either ground water or surface water flows.

County Archaeology Service

You can obtain information about known site archaeology by
consulting the Historic Environment Record (HER) available from
the County Council. There is usually a charge for this information.

http://www.forestry.gov.uk/pdf/ON035WoodlandManagementPlanningStakeholderEngagement.
pdf/$FILE/ON035WoodlandManagementPlanningStakeholderEngagement.pdf

Stakeholder/Interested Party

When to contact them

National Park Authority (NPA)
Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty Conservation Board (AONB)

If the woodland is within a National Park or Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty and the proposals include
significant areas of clear-felling and/or species change.

Parish Council

You should consider consulting the parish council, as the
representative body of the local community. This may be
especially useful where the woodland is very visible from
population centres or there are Public Rights of Way.

Neighbours with land
adjoining the proposal site

The FC strongly recommends that land managers discuss their
proposals with those neighbours whose properties might be
affected. This might include neighbouring woodland owners
and the FC encourages consideration of any proposals they
may have for the management of their own woodland in the
development of your proposals. In some cases the FC will make
this a requirement before regulator approval can be provided.

Local Authority

Any proposal within a Conservation Area or which affects a Tree
Preservation Order (either an individual tree or woodland).
Any proposal within or that may affect a Local Nature Reserve.

English Heritage

Where the woodland lies:
• On or adjacent to a Scheduled Ancient Monument
• In a World Heritage Site
• In a World Heritage Site buffer zone

Local Access Forum

Where Public Rights of Way cross the woodland, or
the woodland has been dedicated for public access
under the Countryside and Rights of Way Act.

Parks and Gardens Trust

Where the proposal is within or adjacent
to a registered park or parkland.

Fire and Rescue Service (FRS)

Where wildfire is identified as a risk to the
management of the woodland.

The relevant Commoners
Association

Where works will take place on common land.

The appropriate Wildlife Trust

Where works will take place on Local Wildlife Sites.

Other conservation groups
(e.g. Butterfly Conservation,
Bat Conservation Trust,
Badger Group, Archaeologist
Trust, Friends of groups)

Where the proposal will impact (negatively or positively)
on a relevant species or feature within the woodland.

Recreational users (e.g. horse
riders, cyclists, walkers)

Where there is established or proposed recreational
use of the woodland either through a formal right or
informal agreement, e.g. mountain bike trails.
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5. Developing
a record of
engagement

Understand
engagement
requirements

Understanding
your woodland
characteristics

Once you that start engaging with the contacts on your
list, you will need to keep a record of who you have
engaged and how. Details of engagement activities
will need to be provided in section 7 (Stakeholder
Engagement) of your woodland management plan
to demonstrate that all appropriate steps have been
taken in the engagement process. You should

Identify
relevant
stakeholders

Develop a
record of
engagement

Engage with
stakeholders

also keep a record of any discussions you have with
stakeholders and details of notifications you provide.
The record of engagement can help with
planning at what stage you need to liaise
with each contact and will also be a useful
reference point for any future contact you may
need to have with specific stakeholders.

Table 3 Example record of stakeholder engagement

Record of stakeholder engagement
Work
proposal

Individual /
Organisation

Date of
contact

Date feedback
received

Response

Action

Improvement
of habitat
for dormice

Local Wildlife
Trust

13th
December
2013

24th January
2014

Wildlife Trust
suggested
ways that I
could amend
my proposal to
make habitat
more suitable
for dormice.

Suggestion
incorporated
into plan

Source - Forestry Commission England’s Management Planning Template 2014
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6. Engaging with
stakeholders

Understand
engagement
requirements

Once that you have an understanding of the
woodland, and you have put together a starter
list of contacts, Once you have an understanding
of the woodland, and you have put together an
initial list of contacts, you are ready to decide what
tools you will use to engage which stakeholders.
In some cases, a telephone call may be all it takes
to find out the information you need or to gather
feedback. However, depending on what stage
you are at with your woodland management
and what level of impact you think your plans
and activities are likely to have in the local
or wider community, some or all of the tools
presented in this section may come in useful.
The tools are presented in order of ease (time and
resources required), however this doesn’t mean
the initial tools have less impact than the latter.
It can take time and investment to establish
a relationship with stakeholders. You should
aim to ensure that appropriate and effective
communications channels are established and kept
active so that people can be informed in a clear and
timely fashion regarding your plans and activities.
Communicating the benefits of your activities for
the woodland and in turn the wider community
and environment will, in many cases, be vital.

Understanding
your woodland
characteristics

Identify
relevant
stakeholders

Develop a
record of
engagement

Engage with
stakeholders

signage may be all that is necessary. However, if your
plans are likely to have a significant impact on the
local area or woodland users, a public meeting may
be appropriate. Similarly, if you are looking to build
long-term relationships with the local community
and keep people interested and involved in your
woodland, it may be useful to use social media or
a website to keep people informed and engaged.
A well-planned consultation process aims to identify
a range of issues, some of which that you may
not have considered initially and ultimately, will
ensure that operations are carried out smoothly.
When discussing proposed plans with people, in
person or through social media or a website, it is
recommended that you clearly communicate the role
of the Forestry Commission and other stakeholders,
e.g. Natural England in terms of approving the work.
If you are undertaking work as part of an
approved management plan it is good practice
to enable people to view a summary of the
plan, e.g. on your website or a poster, so that
they can see how the operation fits into the
context of the overall vision for the woodland.
For each tool presented below, its relevance and use
is given, and templates provided where appropriate.

If you simply want to inform users of your woodland
that you are undertaking management activities,

11

RSPB case study
Nagshead Nature Reserve and Highnam Woods
Nature Reserve are both RSPB reserves. Nagshead
is a 307 hectare mixed broadleaf and coniferous
woodland running contiguously with the 9,000
hectare Forest of Dean, which is managed
by the Forestry Commission (FC). The nature
reserve is managed in partnership with the FC
who act as both stakeholder and partner.

One of the beautiful rides at Highnam Woods

Highnam Woods will have modest levels of
public engagement it will act as an example
of management best practice, demonstrating
how commercial silvicultural practices can
be balanced with the delivery of woodland
biodiversity and in turn inspiring woodland
managers to emulate this management strategy.
The reserve at Nagshead aims to provide an
exemplar visitor experience to a wide variety of
audiences. Interpretation through signage and
interactive displays alert visitors to the fact that
they are on an RSPB reserve and highlight the
work being done on site whilst trails around the
site will encourage exploration. The Nagshead site
has a visitor center which acts as an example of
how green technologies can be used to enhance
buildings. The reserve demonstrates the level
of public engagement that can be achieved
within a woodland context. The RSPB’s work
on the reserves is supported by its network
of local volunteers who help run many of the
activities on these sites. Active engagement
with the local community allows the RSPB to
demonstrate its value and helps ensure that
volunteering opportunities are not missed.

Highnam Woods is a 114 hectare remnant ancient
woodland made up of broadleaves and some
specimen trees which may at one time have
comprised of part of a pinetum / arboretum.
Both reserves are actively managed and are
publicly accessible sites. The reserves are managed
in line with the objectives of the RSPB to protect
wildlife and the environment and provide a home
for nature but at the same time both reserves
offer a valuable resource for local communities to
enjoy and learn about these woodland habitats.
The RSPB has to manage a range of competing
priorities to strike the right balance to achieve
its objectives and getting the right level of
engagement that is appropriate for the particular
site is critical. Levels of public engagement
vary between these two reserves. Whilst

12

Nagshead visitor centre showcasing
sustainable technologies

6.1 Signs, notices and leaflets
Signs and information notices can be a cheap
and easy way for communicating with people
within and nearby your woodland. They can be
used as permanent or temporary fixings and can
communicate a wide range of messages including:
• informing people of upcoming or
current management activities
• informing people about woodland
days or stakeholder meetings
• indicating where people are and aren’t
allowed within your woodland
• advertising products available
from the woodland
• informing people about species of interest in
the woodland
To be effective, ensure that signage is up to date,
weather-proofed, and that notices are clearly posted
at locations within the wood where they will be
seen, e.g. entrances to the woodland and where
any management activities are taking place. Out of
date, or damaged signage should be removed. This
will demonstrate that you are working actively to
keep people informed and may help to avoid people

feeling uninformed or surprised when operations
start.
When providing details of work taking place,
ensure you include the following information:
• What work is being undertaken and where
• When the work will be taking place
• Why the work is being done and the
benefits it will bring to the woodland
• How long the area will be closed to access
(if relevant)
• State that the work is part of a Forestry
Commission approved management
plan (if this is the case)
• Reference any other local organisations
taking part in the activities (if relevant)
• Consider adding a name and phone
number and/or email address for people
to contact if they have questions about
what’s happening in the woodland. Some
woodland owners have noted that this
gesture of transparency reduces the number
of enquiries and complaints they receive.
Figure 1 and Figure 2 provide examples of temporary
notices and permanent information boards used
in woodlands.

Figure 1 Examples of woodland management information notices in woodlands
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If you would like to explain the benefits of
woodland management alongside details of
your own woodland management plans and
activities, you can download and print an A3
Community Engagement poster (see Figure 3)
Space is provided in the right hand panel
if you want to add your contact name and
details. Remember to waterproof the sign!
When you are working in the woods, having
information to hand to give to interested
woodland users can be helpful. If you don’t
have the time or resources to design your
own leaflets, you can download and print the
woodland management leaflet ‘Why carry out
work in a woodland’. There is space on the back
page to add your contact details if required.

The poster and leaflet are
available to download at
myforest.org.uk/communities
Figure 2 Example of a permanent information
noticeboard at woodland entrance

Woodland management
Woodland management ensures that our woods are worked and cared for in a way that helps provide
us with many benefits, while making sure they stay healthy and continue to thrive in the future.

Recreation and learning

Skilled jobs

cycling, horse riding, mountain
biking, walking, jogging,
playing, learning, shooting

planting trees, coppicing,
felling, rides and paths,
wood workers

Landscape and scenery

Wildlife

landscape character, scenery,
sense of place, shelter,
viewpoints

habitats and homes, birds,
butterflies, fungi, insects,
mammals, moths, plants

History and heritage

Natural services

history , heritage, charcoal pits,
saw pits, boundaries

clean air and water, flood
protection, carbon storage,
climate change protection

Products and materials

Woods for the future

timber for building, furniture
and fencing, wood for heating,
food products

helping people and nature
adapt to a changing climate,
protecting trees from disease

Figure 3 Community Engagement A3 poster.
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www.sylva.org.uk/communities

Nonsuch Voles – case study
Nonsuch Park is situated between Cheam and
Ewell in a large residential area and was historically
an estate of Henry VIII. The estate is owned by
Surrey County Council, Epsom & Ewell Borough
Council and the London Borough of Sutton and
managed through a joint management committee
comprising the two borough councils and a
number of local stakeholder groups. The Nonsuch
Voles was established as a volunteer group to help
manage the park and associated woodland.
The vision for the woodland at Nonsuch is to
“bring the woodland to life, making it accessible
and sustainable”. With this in mind, the aim
has been to increase levels of woodland
stewardship at Nonsuch, re-introducing
sustainable woodland practices. Activities to
date have included undertaking thinning and
coppicing of three woodland areas over the
last three seasons. Over 1,000 hazel saplings
have been planted in these areas to provide
future coppice produce. Future activities
include completing the woodland management
plan and working on thinning, coppicing and
planting over other areas in the woodland.
The Nonsuch Voles engage with the local
community and park users on a number of levels,
through the provision of information, coordinated
activities, and the sale of wood products. A website
and Facebook page have been set up to provide
information about the group and their activities.

The Nonsuch Voles and John Armitage make and
sell a wide variety of wood products including
benches, walking sticks, and plant supports,
spoons, key rings, firewood and kindling.
Products are displayed and sold in the wood
yard and firewood can be purchased there too.
The group also works in coordination with a
number of other local historic and ecological
interest groups. The Lower Mole Countryside
Management Project works across a number of
sites in the area. They provided the information
sign “Living Woodlands” which has been erected in
the entrance to the woods to explain the concept
of coppicing to the public (see Figure 2).
In response to the increasing range of individuals
and interest groups that use the park, the
Nonsuch Awareness Day was established in
2007. The day is aimed at showcasing the
many groups and organisations that use the
park to local residents and visitors, while at
the same time enabling different groups to
interact, promoting tolerance and understanding
between the different park users.
For further information visit:
www.nonsuchvoles.org.uk
or the group’s Facebook page:
www.facebook.com/nonsuchvoles

Regular woodland update posters are produced to
tell park users about topical items of interest in the
woodland and a number of informative woodland
walks have been designed. Signage is used in the
park to great effect, signposting access routes,
details of particular work in progress, and as a way
of highlighting events, activities or particular items
of interest. The wood yard provides a base for
interested members of the public to find out more
about the woodland activities taking place, as well
as to view the wood products created by Nonsuch
coppice worker John Armitage and the Voles.
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6.2 Letters to stakeholders
Letters are useful in cases where residential areas
are in close proximity to a woodland, or you want
to inform local interest groups about forthcoming
activities in your woodland. Detailing your plans in
a letter provides information on forthcoming works
and also provides a good opportunity to inform
neighbours of the overall management objectives for
the woodland and the benefits they will result in.
Figure 4 provides an example of the type of
detail that a letter to neighbours, local interest

groups or Parish Councils may include. You
can decide how formal the letter needs to be
depending on who it is being sent to and whether
or not you have an established relationship
with the person or organisation in question.
An open letter may also be displayed on the
woodland gate next to any other information to
inform users of the woodland of the work.
If your business address is the same as your home
address, you may choose to provide an email
address in place of a postal address, particularly
for letters being displayed within the woodland.

Your address and contact details
Date
To [WHOM IT MAY CONCERN],
Re: Notice of planned [ACTIVITY] work at [WOODLAND NAME].
As part of a programme of works detailed in [WOODLAND NAME] management plan [FC
REFERENCE NUMBER], woodland operations are scheduled to take place in [WOODLAND
NAME] starting on the [DATE] and continuing for approximately [DAYS / WEEKS / MONTHS].
The duration of the works will depend on a number of factors such as weather conditions; however we
aim to take every opportunity to carry out the work as quickly as possible with minimal disturbance.
For a detailed description of the operations that will take place please visit the following website
[WEB-LINK].
Once tree work operations are underway for health and safety reasons certain areas of the
woodland will be closed or have restricted access. These areas will be clearly marked.
All operations carried out in [WOODLAND NAME] are approved by the
Forestry Commission and the relevant statutory bodies.
Please do contact us if you have any questions. Thank you for your cooperation.
Yours faithfully,

[WOODLAND OWNER / MANAGER].
Figure 4 Example letter to stakeholder
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6.3 Social media
If you are a confident internet user, social media
offers a wide range of opportunities to reach out
to stakeholders and wider audiences. In many
cases, setting up and using an account will be free
of charge. Some providers will offer additional paid
for services which may be of interest if you are
looking to set up something more sophisticated.
Options are available to contact people
instantly and to display information and
notices. These can be useful for informing
people of current work activities (perhaps
which restrict access to an area of a woodland)
and displaying a timetable of management
activities or woodland events respectively.
If you have a lot to say and regularly, a blog may
be a good option for you. Many providers offer the
option to add images, video and sound to your posts.
Many people within your local community may
not be computer literate or have access to the
internet. Therefore social media should not be
used in place of hard copy options like signs and

letters when undertaking initial consultation and
stakeholder engagement. However, for ongoing
updates about your woodland, social media
can provide a quick and easy communication
option, particularly for individual woodland
owners or groups with limited time available.
The following options are just a starting point,
with many other providers available:
• Facebook: Set up a page to display info and
send out messages to ‘friends’
(https://www.facebook.com/FacebookUK)
• Twitter: Provide instant updates about your
woodland and/or activities to ‘followers’ who
have signed up to your account
(https://twitter.com/TwitterUK)
• Blogger: Blogging facility available through
Google (www.blogger.com)
• Wordpress: Blogging facility
(http://en-gb.wordpress.org/)

https://www.facebook.com/nonsuchvoles

http://alvecotewood.wordpress.com/

Figure 5 Example of a community
woodland group Facebook page

Figure 6 Example of Wordpress blog page
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A few tips when choosing and using your preferred
social media:
• Be realistic about how regularly you are
going to provide updates – Twitter is great
for regular updates, Facebook may be more
appropriate for having a fixed information
page that can allow you to provide updates as
and when required
• Keep it proportional – woodland owners
dealing with small numbers of interest or
stakeholder groups may only need to use one
type of social media account. Owners with
wider stakeholder groups, e.g. community
owned/managed woodlands with members,
woodland users and interest groups, may
choose two or more types of social media to
keep people informed
• Know your audience – having engaged your
local stakeholders, try to make the information
you present as useful and relevant as possible,
this can help avoid misunderstandings
and reduce the number of questions and
comments you might receive
• Remember to set up the privacy settings to
reflect the level of openness you want from
your account
• Always be polite and mindful of how your
views may be interpreted by all parts of
the community.
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• Use ‘comment’ settings to reduce the
likelihood of receiving inappropriate or
unnecessary feedback on your account.
• Promote understanding of woodland
management - Some woodland owners
enjoy publishing details of the work that
they do in the wood as an on-going web
diary. Explanations of the type of work
that has taken place and how the work has
benefited the woodland will enable local
people to gain a greater understanding of
woodland management.
• Illustrate the benefits of woodland
management: For a quick and easy reference
to the benefits of managing woodlands, you
can refer people to the public facing ‘Why
carry out work in a woodland’ web page.
myforest.org.uk/communities
• Use existing local forum sites and groups
to spread the word: linking your social
media activities with other groups (or
communicating directly through the groups),
e.g. a parish Facebook page can help you
reach a wider audience and introduce new
people to your woodland if relevant.

Alvecote wood case study
Alvecote wood is a privately owned woodland
in North Warwickshire. The current owners took
over the woodland in 2007. The woodland totals
20 acres with 11 acres of ancient woodland
and 9 newly planted acres. When the current
owners took over the management it was in a
state of considerable neglect but the woodland
is now back in active management with an
updated plan currently being developed.
The woodland is primarily managed for wildlife
with a secondary aim of it being used by
community groups. The intention is to develop a
woodland that provides a good range of habitats
for wildlife with controlled access to the public
at certain times. Access to the woodland is
allowed only when there is someone on site to
prevent vandalism, damage or theft; at other
times the woodland is locked and fenced.

Alvecote has its own website which the owners
keep up to date and use to publicise activities
and events taking place within the woodland.
In addition to the website the owners produce
a leaflet with event details and there is also a
noticeboard at the entrance to the woodland. The
owners use a range of social media to publicise
activities and encourage volunteer help, they
maintain a Twitter feed, a Facebook page, a blog
and active Flickr feed for photographs. The owners
have found social media to be a highly effective
way of engaging the public in their work, and have
found Twitter to be particularly effective in drawing
in volunteers for activities such as tree planting.
For more information visit:
http://www.alvecotewood.co.uk

The woodland provides a venue for open days with
skills demonstrations such as chainsaw carving
and pole lathe turning, small scale activities
such as workshops and educational visits, use by
scouting groups for camping as well as working
parties themed around particular volunteer
based activities like coppicing. In addition the
woodland has hosted photography exhibitions,
treasure hunts and meetings for organisations
such as the Small Woodland Owners Group.

6.4 Websites
If you would like to establish a more formal presence
on the Internet and need to, or would like to, make
more information available to stakeholders on an ongoing basis, developing your own website can help to
effectively showcase your woodland. Websites may
not need to be updated as regularly as a Facebook
page or blog and allow you to provide more content
for users to view depending on their area of interest.
Websites can have dedicated pages for events
and activities as well as more detailed information
about what’s special about your woodland.

Many website owners choose to link their
website with their social media accounts so
that an update on one account is disseminated
through all accounts (e.g. a ‘Tweet’ from your
Twitter account will show up on your website).
Today, it is possible to develop and launch a
website at no or very low cost without any
technical web development knowledge or
experience. A large number of providers offer
free website templates and hosting. Just search
online for ‘free website templates’ and have
a look at the different options available.
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If you aren’t a confident computer user and you
have the budget available, you could choose
to employ a web designer. They can handle all
elements for you; from purchasing a domain
name, designing and building the site, to arranging
web hosting. Expect to pay several hundred
pounds for a simple website of just a few pages,
and remember to budget for updates too.
Things to consider when developing a website:
• Choosing a name: Choose a good name for
your website, something which is memorable
and relevant. It will normally appear inside the
website address (url), e.g.
www.yourwoodlandname.wordpress.com.
• Own your domain name: If you want to, you
can buy your own domain name, e.g.
www.yourwoodlandname.com. Website
design services usually allow you to use this
instead of their default url for a small annual
fee. Domain names can be purchased from
a domain name seller. You can find these by
searching online for ‘domain name’.
• Structuring a site: Plan what topics you
want to cover on your website and how to
divide these between your sections/pages.
Keep the structure of your website clear and
intuitive so people can easily find what they
are looking for.
• Keep things simple: Avoid having too much
text on each page – if you have lots of
information to share, consider writing an
introduction or short summary and include
the full set of information as a downloadable
pdf document instead.
• Pictures are great: Photos and images are
a great way to brighten up your website
– but keep them relevant to your woodland
and activities
• Keeping information up to date: The best
websites are the ones that appear to be up-todate. With template websites, once you have
selected your template and later when the
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website is launched, it’s easy to log into your
account and add a new page or more text.
If you won’t have time to regularly update
elements of the site, avoid using time related
headings that may highlight this, e.g. avoid
‘latest news’ style sections if you are only likely
to add something every six months.
• Linking with social media: If you have one or
more social media accounts, you can choose
to link these with your website.
• Get inspired: Have a look at websites for other
public and privately owned woodlands you
know for inspiration. Remember you can pick
and choose elements which are relevant to
your woodland and your engagement needs.
• Managing feedback: When opening up
your website content and/or activities to
consultation or feedback, it is worth adding
a ‘Statement of feedback acceptability’ – this
may reduce the likelihood of you receiving
inappropriate or unnecessarily harsh
messages.

Sample text for statement of
feedback acceptability
Comments are moderated before
publishing and we reserve the
right not to show those that:
• are personally insulting to us, other
individuals, and/or organisations;
• contain deliberately inflammatory
references;
• contain abusive, racist, or
sexist statements.
Figure 7 Sample text for Statement of
feedback acceptability

http://www.englefieldestate.co.uk/
Figure 8 Example of woodland information
on a private estate’s website

http://www.alvecotewood.co.uk/
Figure 9 Example of a website for a privately owned
woodland with managed public access

http://www.earthtrust.org.uk/
Figure 10 Example of a charity's woodland webpage
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6.5 Holding a public meeting
If initial consultation with stakeholders (e.g. Chair
of the Parish Council, immediate neighbours),
about your woodland management or work plan,
indicates that your activities may impact on the
local community then you may wish to consider
these together with the wider community. A
public meeting will provide an opportunity to
discuss the proposed works and associated issues
with interested community stakeholders.
It will be vital to manage peoples’ expectations
from the outset. You should be clear through
your advertising and agenda for the event what
level of engagement you are offering, for example
whether you are open to receiving feedback
about your plans and willing to consider and

Points to consider when organising
a public meeting
In preparing for a meeting it is recommended
that you:
• Set a clear agenda for the meeting
• Consider asking an impartial member of the
community to chair the meeting
• Advertise the event appropriately to ensure
members of the community are aware of
the meeting
• Explain the reason for holding the
meeting, through advertising and at the
start of the meeting in order to manage
people’s expectations
• Make available sufficient copies of a
summary of the woodland management
plan for people to see
• Clearly detail the proposed plans and why
they are needed. Consider using maps and
Figure 11 Considerations when organising a public meeting
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incorporate appropriate changes or whether
you are aiming to inform attendees of plans
and answering questions with no option for
influencing the management plan or activities.
Public meetings may be well attended where
contentious issues have arisen. However, an on-going
commitment to public consultation should help
prevent contentious issues from gaining prominence.
Presenting the proposals to the audience clearly will
help them understand why the work is proposed.
Showing willingness to alter elements of the work
to lessen its impact, or taking advice on how
the work can improve the site will demonstrate
that people’s views are being taken on board.
Figure 11 provides a checklist of things to
consider when organising a public meeting.
photographs to help communicate the
impact of the work
• Explain if and how the views of
attendees will be addressed as part
of the consultation process
• Consider inviting supporters of the proposed
works e.g. your local FC Woodland Officer,
local voluntary biological recorder, etc.
• Make available copies of letters of support
for your proposed operations from statutory
bodies and interest groups
• Explain any additional measures
that you plan to implement to reduce
impacts and/or works that will improve
the current situation.
• Summarise what will happen after the
meeting, in terms of follow up from the
meeting and the wider management
planning process or undertaking of activities.

The Wychwood Project –
Case study
The Wychwood Project, a registered charity,
was set up to inspire and assist local people
to conserve and restore the landscapes and
habitats in the historic royal hunting forest of
Wychwood, Oxfordshire. The Project purchased
former agricultural land in December 2009 with
the aim of establishing the site as new woodland.
Foxburrow Wood is this newly established
woodland site. Through a combination of tree
planting and other infrastructure works the
site is being developed to provide a woodland
habitat that will benefit wildlife and will make
a positive difference to the local landscape as
well as providing a place for recreational use
by local people. The woodland has full public
access and is open 24hrs a day all year round.
Local stakeholders were actively consulted as part
of the development of Foxburrow Wood. Both
West Oxfordshire District Council and Oxfordshire
County Council were involved as well as local
residents, community members and local groups.

Consultation meeting as part of the woodland
development process

At the beginning of the development of the plan
for this new woodland, public meetings were held
to explain the plans to stakeholders. Meetings
were followed up by questionnaires allowing the
plans to be refined in light of comments received
back from the public. In addition to these meetings
the project used the annual Wychwood Forest
Fair to allow the public to inspect plans for the
site and comment directly to the project team.

Further consultation was undertaken with
particular interest groups such as a local
stroke club, local cycling group and local
conservation groups as part of the development
of a fundraising bid to provide inclusive
community access within the woodland.

Display boards used to help explain
plans for the woodland

In the longer term the project offers a range of
activities designed to engage actively with the
local community including guided walks, tree
planting events, bug and moth evenings and
childrens’ activities such as a teddy bears picnic.
The Wychwood Project advertises its woodland
activities through a range of channels including
newspapers, a website, Twitter, Facebook, radio
and direct contact with particular interest groups.
This new woodland project is community
focused and has at its heart the aim to create
new woodland habitat and provide publicly
accessible woodland environments to re-engage
communities with their local environment. There
are longer term plans to reach out to those
actively engaging with the woodland to form
a Friends group to give further active support
with the day to day management of this new
woodland. The Wychwood Project has used the
consultation process as part of the initial planning
of the woodland to ensure that the overall aims of
the project are achieved and that the woodland
provides a range of benefits to both wildlife and
the local community.
For more information about the Wychwood Project
visit the website at: www.wychwoodproject.org
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6.6 Press relations
If you anticipate that your planned activities may
attract a high level of public interest, you may choose
to contact the local press to provide them with an
overview of the work and how it contributes to the
sustainable management of your woodland.
The best approach is to send a press release
document summarising why the work is being
carried out, the likely impacts as well as benefits.
Explain that the work will only be carried out
once permission is gained and licences are in
place from the relevant statutory bodies.
Figure 12 provides details on what to include
and Figure 13 is an example press release.
The aim is to provide the journalist with a full
understanding of the proposed operation so
that any approach from an individual, who may
have a polarized view of the proposed activities,
will be considered in context. Once the press
release has been sent, you could follow up with

a phone call to the journalist to discuss the
various elements detailed in the document.
If the press contact you to discuss any woodland
activities and you have not previously contacted
them, it is worth sending over a written
statement after your conversation has concluded.
This should help ensure that your views are
clearly explained and set out in the context of
sustainable forest management principles.
Inviting local journalists to any events that you
may be holding, such as open days, will give them
a chance to further understand the benefits
of woodland work and how the woodland
relates to the community as a resource.
The press may of course decide that your
planned operations are not newsworthy.
However by contacting the local press you
have opened up a communication channel that
will hopefully ensure any published articles
have considered all of the relevant facts.

Things to include in a press release
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“News Release” title at top
Date
Provide a headline
Start with a punchy and strong summary paragraph that summarises the news release
Provide a bulleted list emphasising key points
Follow with more detail (including direct link to specific downloads)
If available some quotes from key people
Include “ENDS” at the end of the piece.

“Notes to Editors”
•
•
•
•

Contacts telephone numbers/email that journalists can use to contact you
Images/Plans/Key documents
A brief statement that introduces you/your woodland.
A link to your website, or any other social media channel you
are using to publicise your woodland activities.

Figure 12 Guidance on writing a press release
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News Release
Tuesday 11th February 2014

Local woodland improving habitat for butterflies
Withy Woodland on the urban fringes of Oxford is embarking on a new management programme with
the aim of reviving woodland butterfly populations. With timber prices declining sharply over the last two
decades many of our woodlands have become neglected; over half a million hectares of woodlands in
England alone are considered under-managed. As a result woodland wildlife such as birds, butterflies and
plants have declined, according to leading environmental charities.
The owners of Withy Woodland are this week starting the process of reversing the decline in wildlife
populations with a particular emphasis on improving habitats for butterflies. Visitors to the woodland
will notice new tracks being created and existing tracks widened as getting more light to the forest floor
is vital to promoting the flowering plants that the butterflies rely on. Some areas of the woodland will
be felled and replanted with native tree species which will create further habitat improvements for
butterflies and other wildlife. In addition to the benefits for wildlife, the work in the woodland will help to
sustain jobs in the forestry and timber sectors.
For safety reasons visitors will be asked to respect the working areas and keep dogs on a lead at all times.
Withy Wood owner, David Galbraith, explained “We are passionate about our woodland and passionate
about improving it to benefit wildlife. Visitors to the woodland will hopefully be able to experience the
benefits of the work we are undertaking as the woodland habitat improves for butterflies and other
wildlife”
END of News Release

Background information on Withy Woodland and woodland wildlife
•
•
•
•
•

Withy Woodland is a 50ha woodland on the east side of Oxford.
The owners have provided permitted public access to the woodland for the last 20 years.
Between 1990 - 2009 woodland specialist butterfly populations in England have declined by 74%
Between 1970 - 2009 woodland specialist birds populations in England have declined by 32%
Between 1990 - 2007 ancient woodland plant species in England have declined by 34%

Notes for editors
Contacts: For media enquiries please contact: David Galbraith Tel. 01111 236544
email david@withywoodland.co.uk
Images: Press images for download (reproduction free for editorial use):
http://picasaweb.google.co.ukwithywoodland/NewsRelease# .
Updates: For regular updates on woodland work visit www.withywoodland.co.uk or follow us on
twitter: @withywoodland
Figure 13: Example press release
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6.7 Providing access to your
woodland
Some woodlands have public rights of way through
them which require you to allow people access
along these routes. Providing access beyond
statutory requirements such as public rights of
way is encouraged by the UK Forestry Standard
and is a valuable tool for engaging with your local
community and interest groups on an ongoing basis.
In some cases, holding a woodland open day
may form part of your engagement plan when
developing your management plan. Other access
arrangements are more relevant to those with
a woodland vision that includes managing the
woodland as a resource for leisure and recreation,
education and/or volunteering activities.

Woodland events and open days
Woodland events can be a very good place to
communicate the plans that you have for the
woodland. This gives local people a first-hand
experience of what the woodland looks like and
how the planned work in the woodland will
be of benefit. Similarly, they are a great way to
demonstrate what your activities are achieving and
to show off your woodland in different seasons.
Opportunities exist for hosting woodland and nature
courses and events – these can introduce people to
your woodland and potentially provide a source of
income for the woodland.

Leisure and recreation
Opening up woodlands for leisure activities such as
mountain biking or geocaching can provide much
needed income for woodland owners. Regular users
of your woodland may be able to contribute to your
overall stewardship by informing you for example,
if trees have fallen, boundary fences damaged
or if there is evidence of antisocial behaviour.
The Sport and Recreation Alliance6 provide
examples of activities currently taking place
in private woodlands across the country.
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6

http://www.sportandrecreation.org.uk

Further details can be found here:
www.sportandrecreation.org.uk/policy/
access-and-enviroment/make-privatewoodland-work-sport-and-recreation.
Some woodland owners or management committees
may choose to allow community access to a wood
by setting up a permit system. This will take time
to administer, however it does provide a basis to
communicate directly with people and ensure that, by
them agreeing to receive a permit, they understand
the terms and conditions of access. These terms
and conditions can set out the type of work that is
carried out in the woodland and why it is necessary
to sustain the health and function of the woodland.
A private owner who decides to set up a
community permit system may benefit from
having more people, who understand the ethos
under which the wood is managed, identifying
and reporting any problems that may occur in
the wood. Moreover community networks may
provide an opportunity to sell coppice materials
and firewood directly to the local community.
e.g. Wytham Wood – Oxford
http://www.wytham.ox.ac.uk/visiting.php

Educational resource
Woodland environments can be used as outdoor
classrooms, enabling people to reconnect with nature
and learn more about our natural environment.
One approach that is becoming more mainstream is
Forest School; where children are offered repeated
and regular activities in a woodland setting.
The concept was developed in Scandinavia, and
operates on the principle that children of all ages
benefit from the learning opportunities present in a
woodland environment. Forest School sessions are
practical. They emphasise the development of selfesteem, communication and social skills, personal
responsibility and citizenship. These skills have been
found to feedback positively into other aspects of life.
For further information visit www.foresteducation.org

Issues to consider in relation to allowing members of the public access to your
woodland, beyond public rights of way provision:
• Insurance – Owners liability required as a minimum
• Expectations – what is and isn’t acceptable behaviour/activity within the woodland, what will
volunteers receive in return for their labour (if anything)
• Opening times – when is access allowed
• Skills and training required – in relation to sporting, leisure and volunteering activities
• Supervision required – none, you as the woodland owner/manager or a relevant qualified
professional
• Access – parking and within the woodland
• Risk mitigation - you may need to carry out a risk assessment
Figure 14 Issues to consider in relation to allowing access to your woodland
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Logs for Labour case study
Logs for Labour is just one of the initiatives of the
Oxfordshire Community Woodfuel programme.
The principal behind the initiative is to provide
free labour to owners of woodlands in exchange
for logs for the labourers. The initiative aims to
get people to understand that woodlands produce
materials, to help promote good woodland
management, to promote the use of a renewable
low carbon fuel and to get people engaged and
involved in their local woodlands. By offering a
beneficial activity to both woodland owner and
volunteers these aims can be effectively realised.
The initiative has been running since January 2013
and is the brainchild of Riki Therivel who acts
as the matchmaker between woodland owners
and potential labourers. Using a combination of
local talks, regular bulletins in parish magazines,
email campaigns, word of mouth and a
dedicated Facebook page, Riki is able to match
woodland owners who need work doing within
their woodland with a volunteer workforce.
So far over 23 labour events have been held in
woodlands in Oxfordshire attracting up to 25
attendees per event. Logs for Labour work closely
with the woodland owner to ensure that any
proposed harvesting of logs is carried out as part of
a sustainable woodland management regime and
that the work does not impact negatively on the
woodland. Riki works with the woodland owner to
ensure that there is suitable access for volunteers’
vehicles for log loading, that the risks of the
activity have been properly assessed and that the
woodland owner is confident in dealing with the
volunteer labour. Riki herself attends many of the
predominantly weekend events in a supervisory
capacity but relies on the woodland owner to
supervise if she is not able to attend in person.
The initiative has insurance allowing people to
work with hand tools on Logs for Labour activities
and a briefing is given to volunteers on the day.
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The initiative has been a great success with
five new sign ups of labour offers every week,
demonstrating the pull of activities where
there are tangible benefits for participants.
Wary woodland owners worried about hosting
events in their woodland have had many of
their fears allayed as participants have been
positive and good-natured and have treated
the woodlands with respect and care.
Potential difficulties arising from labourers trying
to make a commercial gain by taking large volumes
of logs and reselling them, is dealt with by limiting
volumes of logs or charging for larger volumes.
An unforeseen benefit of the initiative has
been to stimulate interest in existing volunteer
activities within local woodlands demonstrating
clearly how the project effectively connects
communities with their local woodlands.
For more information visit:
http://www.oxonwoodfuel.org.uk/logs-for-labour/
and https://www.facebook.com/oxonwood

7. Sources of further information

• Stakeholder and community engagement guide:
www.myforest.org.uk/communities
• The UK Forestry Standard (Forestry Commission, 2011):
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/theukforestrystandard
• English Woodland Grant Scheme: http://www.forestry.gov.uk/forestry/infd-6dccen
• Stakeholder Engagement for Woodland Management Plans – Operations Note 035
(Forestry Commission, 2013):
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/pdf/ON035WoodlandManagementPlanningStakeholderEngagement.
pdf/$FILE/ON035WoodlandManagementPlanningStakeholderEngagement.pdf
• A toolbox for public engagement in forest and woodland planning (Forestry Commission, 2011): http://
www.forestry.gov.uk/forestry/infd-5xmds8
• Further resources on woodland management can be found at http://sylva.org.uk/myforest/resources
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